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Historically and culturally, clothing and textiles have been considered a valuable resource
across households in the Indian subcontinent; rarely discarded, a piece of fabric is
maintained with care till its end of life. The journey of a piece of textile or clothing is long
and full of several circular loops, wherein time and again in its life, the fabric becomes a
source for another textile or product, until it ceases to serve any purpose in its materiality.
As a country belonging to the Global South, Indian villages are vast repositories of local
knowledge & innovation that remain largely undocumented and inaccessible to the cause
and agents of the gradual making of an unsustainable world. The paper is an urgent
inquiry into rediscovering the everyday habits and practices of engagement with clothing
& textile by indigenous communities in India. As an outcome, the research aims at the
creation of story maps comprising visual narratives that document the alternatives these
communities adopt, to keep the textile in the circular loop. Other than recording this oral
knowledge, the maps will act as a means to explore ways and forms in which repair and
repurpose can serve as tools for design longevity.
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